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bound to feed and clothe then:, and being unable to

turn them off and take white labourers in their place.

The coloured population, therefore, are protected against

the free competition of the white emigrants, with

whom, if they were once liberated, they could no longer

successfully contend. I am by no means disposed to

assume that the natural capacities of the negroes, who

always appeared to me to be an amiable, gentle, and

inoffensive race, may not be equal in a moral and in

tellectual point of view to those of the Europeans, provi

ded the coloured population were placed in circumstan

ces equally favourable for their development. But it

would be visionary to expect that, under any imagi

nable system, this race could at once acquire as much

energy, and become as rapidly progressive, as the Anglo

Saxons. To inspire them with such an aptitude for

rapid advancement must be the work of time-the result

of improvement carried on through several successive

generations. Time is percisely the condition for which

the advocates of the immediate liberation of the blacks

would never sufficiently allow. The great experiment
now making in the West Indies affords no parallel case,

because the climate there is far more sultry, relaxing,
and trying to Europeans, than in the Southern States

of the Union; and it is well known that the West
Indian proprietors have no choice, the whites being so

few in number, that the services of the coloured race
are indispensable.

Professor Tucker, of Virginia, has endeavoured to
show, that the density of population in the slave States
will amount, in about sixty years, to fifty persons in a.

square mile. Long before that period arrives, the most

productive lands will have been all cultivated, and some
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